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FUSION-HOME
Design & Decor Showroom - Furniture, Accessories & Lighting.

Fusion-Home offers a sophisticated blend of exclusive collections catering to designers & the public.
Customize with finishes, fabrics, and leathers to suit your needs.

SHOPS AT GATEWAY - 1922 EAST SUNRISE BLVD • FORT LAUDERDALE, FL  33304
954.636.8033  www.facebook.com/FusionHomeFTL
Monday - Saturday: 11am - 7pm • Sunday: 12pm - 5pm



250 North Federal Hwy (Us-1) ph: 954.367.5361 |  fax: 877.883.4482 
www.stylishdecoronline .com |  info@stylishdecoronline.com

Financing available | Custom furniture | High style | Kitchens
Doors | Closets | Custom Window Treatments



Sherri Goode, Designer
ASID Allied Member

11100 Blue Palm St., 

Plantation, FL 33324

Office: 954.701.6149
Fax: 954.475.8783   

sherribgoode@yahoo.com

www.goodeinteriors.net

Let Goode Interiors take your home to a whole new
level of beauty and comfort. Designer Sherri Goode
makes sure all your visions for a gorgeous home are
realized, on time, and within the constraints of your
specific budget. Whether it’s a bedroom, living room,
or entire house in traditional, French, tropical, or 
contemporary style, Goode Interiors will meet and
exceed your expectations...and dreams. 

Goode Interiors Inc.

E X T R A O R D I N A RY D E S I G N F O R T H E I N T E R I O R A N D EXTERIOR...FROM TRADITIONAL TO CONTEMPORARY. 



Real Wood

Shutter Special
$2095 Installed

Hunter Douglas Dealer

Our Promise to You: we guarantee our work, provide a lifetime 
warranty on all vertical tracks and we will beat any written estimate.

5401 NW Hiatus Rd, Suite 147, Sunrise, FL  
(South of Commercial Blvd.)

Showroom Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5 • Sat 10-2

954-747-9858 • Toll Free 1-800-889-0023

VERTICALS • WOOD BLINDS
- FACTORY DIRECT -

Sq.Ft.

Remodeling your kitchen or bath? See our
kitchen & bath resource section
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Amazing Transformation of a Miami Condo
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Geller Design Group





Sub-Zero, the food preservation specialist, pioneered dual refrigeration technology that preserves food’s 
goodness longer.  Wolf, the cooking specialist, distills seven decades of professional cooking into easy-to-use
technology you can command with confidence. Sub-Zero and Wolf products are built in the USA of premium-
grade materials. No other brands are tested more thoroughly for reliability and performance. As third-generation
family companies, Sub-Zero and Wolf go to exceptional lengths to create quality products that will serve your
household for years to come.

3900 N. Federal Hwy. | Ft. Lauderdale | 954.491.2326 | www.adamsinteriors.us

CHANNEL 10 NEWS

VOTED BEST
BROWARD & MIAMI DADE



TOBY ZACK
D E S I G N S

3316 GRIFFIN RD, FORT LAUDERDALE FL  33312   |  800.298.8629  |   T 954.967.8629   |  F 954.981.5384
TOBY@TOBYZACKDESIGNS.COM     WWW.TOBYZACKDESIGNS.COM

STATE OF FLORIDA LICENSE # 1 826000762

2932 N. Andrews Ave., Wilton Manors
(just south of Oakland Park Blvd)

Ph: 954.564.8686
Hours: Monday to Saturday 10 to 6 

VANITY VILLAGE MIRRORS PLUS      

GORGEOUS VANITIES...AND MIRRORS, TOO!GORGEOUS VANITIES...AND MIRRORS, TOO!

Vanity Village~Mirrors Plus has one of the
most extensive selections of marble, 
granite, alabaster and porcelain countertop
Bathroom Sink Vanities in South Florida. And
the bases come in gorgeous traditional to
contemporary designs. We also work with the
Design trade. In addition, we carry Mirrors of
all sizes to compliment your bathroom vanity
and every other room.



For more than 20 years, offering only the best selection of
all types of wood flooring at very competitive prices!

• Expert advice.
• Professional, dependable installation available.
• Fast delivery of materials.
• We carry well known brands such as Anderson, 
Garrison, MaxWindsor, Mirage, and many more!

CONTRACTORS & DESIGNERS WELCOME

Broward County Certificates of Competency # 02-10390

Endura Color
Phone: 954.922.9663
1944 Tigertail Boulevard, 

Dania, FL  33004

Monday - Friday  7:30 am - 5:30 pm
Saturday  9:00 am - 3:00 pm

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

www.enduracolor.com

Some  People Can’t Tear Themselves Away From Our Hardwood Floors.

Our Newly Decorated 
Showroom is Now Open!
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INTERIOR DESIGN
Sherri Goode, 

Goode Interiors, INC.,
954.701.6149

PHOTOGRAPHY  
Daniel Newcomb, 

Architectural Photography, Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Ultimate Builders Corp.

A TRANSITIONAL
MOTIF WITH 
AN ECCLECTIC
FLARE!

Everything began with a phone
call a few years ago from a
lovely family residing in a beau-

tiful  Parkland neighborhood. They had
sought after me for the decoration of
their son’s room and the improvement of
a few other areas in their home.  I view
every project as an opportunity to create
something truly special for my clients.
One day they popped the question, “ is
there anything different that you would
do or modify  within our home” ?   I
paused and reviewed my thoughts that
had been stewing in my mind from day
one.  Like a steak dangling in front of a
tiger, I said, “yes, as a matter of fact,
there is something I would change…
Everything!”  I started the new renova-
tion of their home in early 2013 in col-
laboration with their general contractor.

Sherri Goode’s goal was to take the in-
teriors of  her client’s HOME and turn it
into a “warm, cozy, yet elegant, func-
tional environment” for her clients.   A
home that they could truly call  home.
The time frame for this project began in
stages, but the main renovation, from
start to finish was tight one...thirty days!

-
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



The family room had to be spectacular, says Goode! It is where the family spends the majority of
their time.  The motorized sectional sofa was made out of  high quality Scandinavian  Elmo leather.
Flanked by a custom oversized walnut and goatskin cocktail table.  The hand stitched cowhide rug
added another layer of texture onto the Italian porcelain tile floors that were installed throughout the
main living areas.  A custom entertainment center  was built to accommodate the needs of  her client
.  A myriad of finishes were used to create a unique look.  The contrast of the ledger stone with the
veneitian plaster finish on the walls created a warm and eclectic feel. The Antonini Opal slab draped
the top  of the wenge custom media cabinet.  If this is not enough drama for you then maybe the
fireplace that is flanked under the television and floating glass wall art will keep your attention.  

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -
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The dining room, another opulent space is divided by an open cut out
wall that separates the foyer. The Fine Art chandelier hangs elegantly
over the marble and stone dining table .  The window treatments consist
of metallic sheers hanging from a solid wood pole with solid rings and
obilesque shaped  finials .  Peaking through the open cut out that divides
the dining and the foyer hangs a Corbett chandelier “Modern in nature”
that accents  well in front of the new iron French doors with rain glass
inserts.

The formal living room, is an open space that allows for great enter-
taining.  The oversized large cowhide and leather chairs floating around
the  Theodore Alexander cocktail table add just enough warmth and bal-
ance to the room.  The Fergusson Copeland velvet sofa brings the myr-
iad of  textures warmth  to the space.  The reflections of the spiral crystal
chandelier cast iridescent hues into the room and add just enough spark
to break the traditional motif and create an eclectic feel.

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



The kitchen was a very important
space in this renovation. It has
now doubled in size from the
original plans which created more
functional task-working space.
The expresso finished raised panel
cabinets created a beautiful con-
trast with the onyx counter tops
and mother of pearl backspash.  

Polished Chrome 8” pulls were
used that  added  a nice contempo-
rary element to the design.  As you
can see, the counter space is 
designed at one level to enjoy a
meal at counter height vs bar
height. Another requirement that
needed to be filled was to have a
functional island large enough to
store dishes as well as non perish-
able foods. In this island all the
drawers and doors are soft closing
with pull outs.  Fine Art lighting
was used in this space to keep a
warm toned feel to the kitchen.   

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



As you enter the master suite you are mes-
merized by what you see.  Is it the Fine Art
arc crystal chandelier or the Phillips collec-
tion sculpture over the headboard?  

The modern bed is by Ferguson Copeland
and is upholstered in faux leather to coor-
dinate with the faux leather ottomans.  The
oversized chests are by Swaim which 
allows for maximum storage and maximum
design.  Everywhere you turn is a spectac-
ular custom piece of furniture.  The custom
bedding coordinates with the custom 
window treatments.   The walls were fin-
ished  in Venetian Plaster to coordinate with
the color wash finish  in the tray ceiling.
Italian porcelain wood look tile was 
installed in a random configuration to 
create length and size to the master suite.

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



The master bath, a true space that emits opulence!
Another crystal flush mount chandelier suspended
over the Almalfi Coast tub reflects beauty throughout.
The custom made Austrian sheer window treatment
is the back drop for the space. The custom beveled
cut mirrors are boarder with glass and marble mo-
saics. In the shower reveals a porcelain mural of flow-
ers running up the wall to coincide with the porcelain
Italian tiled floors.  Reflections appear through out
all sides of the space. The common theme used

throughout the interior was accomplished by using
multiple textures, with warm tones that had a 
reflective and shimmering  finish on the walls. The
combination of the art and the unique accessories
emitted warmth within the space that provided the
level of luxury and sophistication my clients desired.
My clients were genuine and can be described as true
class acts - unpretentious in nature with true impec-
cable taste.  - END -

SOURCES
Furniture
Judith Norman, Dcota, Dania, Fl.
Design NS a/k/a Nordic line, Boca Raton, Fl.
Ferguson Copeland
Swaim Collection
Global Views
Phillips Collection 
Accents, Avenutura, Fl. 
Antonini Modern Furniture, Hollywood, Fl.
Décor Secrets, Dania, Fl.
Joshua Tree, Wilton Manors, Fl.
Plumbing Fixtures-Tubs and More, Sunrise, Fl                 
Plumber- Signature Plumbing, Jupiter, Fl.
Electrician- Prestige Electric, a/k/a JCB Electric,  Coral
Springs, Fl.
Window Treatments
G.F.A. Manufacturer, Dania, Fl.                       
Wall finishes
Octopus Artistic Painting, Coral Springs, Fl.
Fauxriffic, Pompano, Fl.
Fresh Coat Painting
Florals
Jack Roth, Inc. Aventura, Fl.
Lighting
Bowery Lighting Imports, Lauderhill, Fl.
Fabric
J.F. Fabrics, Tonawanda, N.Y.
S & S Fabrics, Miami, Fl
Mosaics & Flooring 
Installed by- Weaver Tile and Grout, Boca Raton, Fl.
Marble- Elegance Marble, Oakland Park, Fl.
Kitchen-   Edwood Designs, Margate, Fl.
Materials
Rainbow, Pompano Beach, Fl.
Giordano Mirror, North  Miami, Fl.
CFA Mirror, Pembroke Pines, Fl.
Catalfamo Gallery, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
Natural Stone Sinks USA
Appliances
Coral Springs Appliances,  Coral Springs, Fl.
Doors
Sheridan Lumber,  Hollywood, Fl.  
Media
Cinema Sound
Bedding
A  Zully Designs,  Dania, Fl. 
Installers
Joe Berrios,  Pembroke Pines, Fl.
Vince Riopetro, Pembroke Pines, Fl.
Eric Odze, Art Installer, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
Cabaniss Construction
Hardware
Classic Hardware,  Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.
Upholsterer- IRK Upholstery





KITCHEN & BATH DESIGN RESOURCES

1. A & M CUSTOM FURNITURE It's not
very often that you find a company you can
trust for all your custom cabinet needs, from
kitchen and bath designs to gorgeous furni-
ture. That's why so many homeowners call
Alex, of A & M Custom Furniture. We serve
the entire South Florida area from Miami to
Palm Beach. We come to you for estimates,
specs, and design. cabinets. Dania Beach,
954.925.3228

2. ALLIED KITCHENS & BATHS. Their
mission is to provide the finest kitchen, dec-
orative hardware and accessories, and bath
and home remodeling services to their
clients, from traditional to the latest contem-
porary trends and technology. They deal with
their clients fairly and honestly with the ob-
jective of always making customer service
and satisfaction their top priority. By offering
the highest quality products and materials,
excellence in workmanship, and design cre-
ativity, in tandem with forward-thinking and
a focus on family and safety, Allied turns re-
modeling dreams into realities. Fort Laud-
erdale, 954.564.1611

3. DIMENSIONS DESIGN CENTER.
Dimensions Design Center specializes in
kitchen remodeling, bathroom renovations
and custom outdoor kitchens as well as, per-
golas, closet reorganization and custom wall
units. Their commitment to service excel-
lence comes from the idea that people should
look forward to the entire process of remod-
eling and owning the home of their dreams.
Dimensions will create a home you’ll enjoy
for years and a relationship that will last just
as long. As a contractor they look out for
your best interest, return every call, believe
in punctuality and stands behind their work.
Cooper City. 954.533.44353. 

4. CORAL SPRINGS APPLIANCE 
CENTER. For more than 40 years, Coral
Springs Appliance Center, Inc. has provided
extraordinary custom appliance planning and
installation of the finest upscale products 
including Sub-Zero, Wolf, Thermador,
Miele, Viking, True, Monogram and more to
the area's most discerning designers, archi-
tects, and builders. We take a genuine inter-
est in each and every client - and each and
every installation. And we always have.
Coral Springs, 954.752.3880
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1. SALBO CONSTRUCTION is the com-
pany you want to remodel your kitchen.
holds a general contractor's license, plumb-
ing, electrical, carpentry, painting, develop-
ing his concept + allowing the elimination of
subcontracting and better control of costs
and quality for a higher level of satisfaction.
Salbo Construction is a family business
founded by Danny and his wife Chantal
Salbo and which today operates sixty em-
ployees. And now the sister companies in-
corporated in Salbo Construction Group,
allow the realization of turnkey projects
without any intermediary. Cooper City,
954.732.8972

2. TILE DISCOUNT CENTER. This fam-
ily run tile store has been serving the local
area for over 21 years. They specialize in a
wide variety of high quality creamic, marble,
granite, and glass and wooden flooring for
both kitchens and bathrooms. They also offer
glass and stone for backsplashes and walls.
You’ll find them extremely knowledgeable
and easy to work with. Pompano Beach.
954.960.1678

3. EARTH ELEMENTS. For over 22
years,  Earth Elements of Fort Lauderdale
have been offering South Florida homeown-
ers, contractors, and designers a spectacular
selection of handmade mosaics, exclusive ar-
tisan tile, specialty stone, fine porcelain, ce-
ramic tile, mosaic tile, glass tile, and so much
more for interior and exterior, both residen-
tial and commercial. With uncommon inspi-
rations from around the world, Earth
Elements provides the stimulus to capture
the imagination and create your signature de-
sign.  We proudly support a unique mix of
products, made in America, by passionate ar-
tisans. Fort Lauderdale,  954.990.8017.

4. VANITY VILLAGE/MIRRORS PLUS.
Vanity Village~Mirrors Plus has one of the
most extensive selections of marble, 
granite, alabaster and porcelain countertop
Bathroom Sink Vanities in South Florida.
And the bases come in gorgeous traditional
to contemporary designs. We also work with
the Design trade. In addition, we carry 
Mirrors of all sizes to compliment your 
bathroom vanity and every other room. 
Oakland Park, 954.564.8686
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THE ART OF TRANSFORMING A
CONDO INTO A STUNNING HOME

INTERIOR DESIGN: Stuart Geller of Geller Design Group, Inc.,
Hallandale Beach, 305.937.0111 or 954.457.3692
Florida License #0001705
PHOTOGRAPHY: Robin Hill
TEXT: Marilyn Bowden

BEFORE

When Stuart Geller was ready for a new home, he knew exactly what
he wanted – a well-positioned apartment with to-die-for views in
a 22-year-old property where he'd already completed six renova-

tion projects. Yes, there were challenges – but Geller, a licensed designer with
decades of experience, saw them as golden opportunities. "The apartment
was ugly and intimidated other buyers," he says, "but it boasts beautiful north-
east views on one side and a magnificent cityscape to the west. I could visu-
alize all the possibilities."

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -



In the dining room, Geller removed the existing drop ceilings, replacing them with new ceilings six inches
higher and creating an opportunity to use linear AC vents with a complete new lighting system and updated
fire sprinklers. The original floors were refinished in coffee-bean brown. On the right, he added accou-
trements to uninspired space and created a bar area for entertaining. Here, he was able to introduce his
partner Mark's antique glass panels and a sculpture niche. On the left, soft lighting illuminates panels of
antique parchment Mark rescued from an estate that was being demolished on Long Island's north shore.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

BEFORE



"The space is now clearly defined," he notes, "and gave me an oppor-
tunity to incorporate the striking French horn lighting fixture from Lon-
don as well as to create an architectural node." The raised octagonal
ceiling is echoed in the octagonal marble inset in the floor. An English
fusee clock adds interest to a small wall space. The antique oval frame
on the left holds a picture of Geller's grandfather taken during World
War II.

"It's all about energy and alignment," says Geller, who is well-known
for his ability to transform raw or unappealing spaces into gracious
homes that reflect his clients' wishes and accommodate their lifestyles.
"I have been very fortunate that for quite a few years now I have been
able to pick the projects that appeal to me. I like projects that are inter-
esting, and working for clients who are very positive individuals. When
someone is committed to making something beautiful, that positive en-
ergy fills their home with joy.  "Let’s put it this way: I am doing what I
love, and I love what I do." 

- CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE -

BEFORE

Geller transformed what was once an unimaginative
space into an inviting formal entry/dressing area.



When it came to remodeling the
master bedroom, the first challenge
was spatial: its angled walls would
not accommodate a king-size bed
and two generous nightstands 
facing a wall of floor-to-ceiling
windows that look straight out to
spectacular water view. Geller
moved the walls two feet and 
redefined the space with custom
moldings and perimeter lighting
that banishes dark corners and 
accentuates the many mementoes
from his world travels gracing the
walls. 

The two chairs facing the bed add
another personal touch. "Mark grew
up with those chairs," Geller 
explains. Completely refinished and
reupholstered, they complement
their new surroundings. Geller now
has a completely redesigned home
of more than 2,600 square feet with
three terraces, three bedrooms  and
three and a half baths, on an upper
floor of one of Williams Island's
most desirable buildings. Does he
ever wish he'd opted for new 
construction instead? "Absolutely
not!" he says. "There are so many
advantages to a well-constructed
older building. They have great
value, and at the same time, the
taxes are much lower than in new
construction.

"This is a Pre-Hurricane Andrew
building that suffered minimal dam-
age from the storm, so I know it was
built very well. Having worked in
this building for the past seven
years, I knew the details of of how
it was constructed. I'm also very 
familiar with the temperament of
the people who live here, and that is
an intangible advantage very few
people have when they move to a
new area."

- END -

BEFORE



WHOLESALE - RETAIL • PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION OF MARBLE AND TILE AVAILABLE

1861 North Powerline Road, Pompano Beach, FL
(954) 960-1678  (954) 960-0706

TDC1861@aol.com

Hours: Mon - Sat  8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

license # 95-7837-TM-X

Whether you need backsplashes, floor or wall tiles for any room of the home, we feature one of the finest selections and unique
collection anywhere. And our flooring experts will help coordinate the right pattern and colors so your home will take on a whole
new gorgeous look. We carry glass & stone mosaics & bathroom tile, plus a large selection of pool tiles & pavers!

Family owned and operated for over 21 years

marble  |  ceramic  |  glass  |  granite  |  porcelain  |  wood



• Kitchen Sinks & Faucets 
• Tub & Shower Enclosures
• Bathroom Sinks & Faucets
• Cabinet Handles & Pulls

• Bathroom Fixtures, Cabinets 
& Accessories

5975 N. Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale | 954.491.5600
www.classicdecorativehardware.com

EXCELL IN DESIGN GROUP
Custom Drapery Workroom

5000 NW 17th St., Suite #3, Margate, FL  33063
O: 954.253.8802 | C: 954.253.8802

Leslie@excellindesign.com | www.excellindesign.com

954.457.3692  
305.937.0111

www.stuartgeller.com

Florida License # 0001705
Photo Credit: Robin Hill



Elements by Design, a 

full-service design firm that

utilizes elements and cre-

ativity to transform spaces

into harmonious areas filled

with beauty, personality, and

practicality from traditional

to contemporary decor. 10097 Cleary Blvd., #307, Plantation, FL 33324
p: 954.320.7584 | f:  866.822.3442
www.elementsbydesign.usClemencia Dumas

Interior Designer/Owner

Elements by Design

Elements by Design





Visit our 30,000 square foot showroom
featuring  the  largest selection of fine
lighting, accessories,  and fans in South
Florida...at the Best Prices.  Come See
Our Great New Additions in Lighting! 

Bowery
LIGHTING IMPORTS

4729 N. University Drive, Lauderhill
MON-FRI 10AM-5:30PM • SAT 10AM-6PM

• CLOSED SUNDAYS

954.749.1859

___________________________ 

___________________________

We are one of the largest Corbett fine lighting distributors in the South.

THE RIGHT LIGHTING FOR
JUST THE RIGHT AMBIENCE.

954.925.3228
1210 Stirling Rd. Suite #9A, 
Dania Beach, FL  33004

amcustomfurniture@gmail.com
COMMERCiAL | RESIDENTiAL | INSURED

WWW.AANDMCUSTOMFURNITURE.COM

•  Kitchens  • Wall Units 
• Bedrooms • Vanities 
• Libraries •  Offices  

• & Much More

Every item we make is created by our highly skilled
craftsmen. We pay close attention to detail and our
customers’ exact specifications. The result is not just

fine cabinetry and furniture, but works of art.

WE NOW ACCEPT 
CREDIT CARDS WITH... 

A&M
Custom Furniture
TRADITIONAL | TRANSITIONAL | CONTEMPORARY



The government needs money.
Hopefully, after you read  this article,
they will not get any more of yours.
The IRS has learned that  small busi-

nesses give them the best results on audits with the least 
effort on  their part. The IRS has decided to go where
they think the cheating is taking  place. 

Unfortunately, they think that you and your small
business are not  paying your fair share. If you do not
have a small business only about half of  this article
will apply to you. Later in the article I will discuss how
the  IRS computer system reviews people tax returns
for audit, and how to prevent them from auditing you.

The IRS has increased audits of smallbusinesses
by  fifty (50) percent, so you need to learn how to better
protect  yourself.   The next few  paragraphs apply to
everyone,  even YOU. If you are afraid of an audit, you
should be. Most of what is in the next three paragraphs
is what you should NOT do. Have a lot of zeros after
the numbers on the return.  Amend the return. Take a
low salary while operating as an S corporation or as  a
sole expensive house, or otherwise in visible opulence,
while taking a low salary.  That way, the IRS wonders
how you can afford that house, car,  etc. Let me clarify
the statement in the preceding paragraph  about having
a lot of zeros after numbers on a tax return. I do not
mean high figures, since you must report income truth-
fully, of course. What I mean is  that numbers that are
too round lead IRS agents to think “estimate”, and this
leads to unnecessary attention and scrutiny. For exam-
ple let’s say you want to take a tax deduction for some-
thing, say your mortgage payment or property  taxes.
Deduct the exact number, but not if it has a zero or two
at the end.  When the IRS computer system sees a tax return with
lots of zeros at the end of numbers, it may select your return. Then
an IRS employee will look closely at your return to see if it should
be audited. If your tax return shows the property taxes at 9000, the
mortgage interest deduction at 7000 etc. the IRS computer system
will probably select your return for audit.

More things to watch out  for.
Make sure that your retirement plan is updated as the law

changes. Hire independent contractors, illegals, etc. Make use of an
abusive tax shelter and/or listed transaction as a vehicle to reduce
taxes.  Seriously, you may be surprised to learn that many popular
retirement and life insurance employee benefit plans fall into these
categories. If you are in a listed transaction, accountants now must
report your participation to the IRS or face potential monetary fines
and  penalties in six figures, up to $200,000. Accountants and other
tax return  preparers also face increased penalties and scrutiny if

clients take  questionable tax positions or deductions. The upshot of
all of this is that your activities, even if you are unaware that they
are questionable, are increasingly likely to attract the Service’s at-
tention, making you a likely audit target.

Even now, there are still creative ways to reduce taxes and, for

good measure, insurance costs. You might try renting a captive in-
surance company, which often greatly reduces both taxes and insur-
ance  premiums. Use of a health savings account can accomplish
the same goals.  Life insurance costs can be reduced through the use
of a technique known as  the insurance swapout process. Do you
want to obtain insurance without a cash outlay? Use non-recourse
loans. And, you can turn your life insurance into  cash that you can
use, without dying, by use of a life  settlement.

These are just some techniques that, by applying just a  few of
them , could save you thousands or even more. Above all, it is most
important to find an accountant who acts as your tax  protector in-
stead of an IRS collection agent. Most accountants seem to simply
return your tax return with instructions about how much to pay and
where to  send it. Only if pressed will they even be bothered to try
to explain  anything. You have to do better than that. 
This article was contributed by Lance Wallach and can be reached
at (516)938-5007 -END-

IRS SECRETS 
YOU SHOULD KNOW

By Lance Wallach, National  Society of Accountants speaker of the year.

Winter Sale on Patio Furniture Going on Now!

Direct Importers of patio furniture
and Fine One-of-A-Kind Oriental

Furniture 
• Art • Lamps • Screens  

• Statues • Bronzes, Planters, 
& so much more 

- RETAIL & DESIGNERS -

60 S. Federal Highway, Boca Raton

561.394.0656

Oriental Warehouse

A huge selection of
Oriental furniture
and art.



GRAND CYPRESS ESTATES - PARKLAND



• Custom & Collage Mats
• Wholesale Prices!
• Free Pick up & Delivery
• Hundreds of Solid Wood  
& Metal Frames

ALL FRAMING SERVICES 
ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

PORAT
CUSTOM FRAMING

954.923.9080
954.663.8859
2836 Stirling Road - Hollywood
Unit F&G (Behind Subway)
Conveniently Located off 1-95 
& Stirling Rd.

COMPLIMENTARY IN-HOME DESIGN CONSULTATION FOR YOUR FRAME DESIGN




